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North Carolina it is not so much about the
heat but the flavor," Foley said. "I know
some like the heat. The vinegar in the
sauces goes a long way and brings out
the flavor of the pork. It doesn't change it
and it doesn't hide it," he said.

Early indications are that People real
ly like the sauce, including Foley's wife,
Sharon, an Arkansas girl with a long time
love of the Memphis style, who is starting
to develop an appreciation for the sauce.

The product labeling has been as big
a hit as the sauce itself though each prod
uct label is distinct. The pig-on-the-label
theme graces the entire line and Foley
somewhat sheepishly confesses that he
just "dreamed it up"...apparently literally
while he was sleeping.

After taking bed-side drawings to
Kemp Designs in Lithia, the brand image
for Carolina Sunshine was born, even
before real consideration of the actual
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cialty meat market; at
least for now as he has teamed up with
Matt Barber of Hot Wauchula's in
Lakeland, and now producing an original,
relatively mild eastem North Carolina style
sauce and a spicier version. Both the
original and are somewhat sweet and
spicy, but Foley points out that the hot is
not a hot of hot sauce standards.
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production. The sauce can now be found
in several stores, craft shows and week
end markets throughout the Tampa Bay
area.

The most recent addition to the prod
uct line is the Carolina Sunshine "Rib
n'Butt Rub" with a Junior Pig on the label,
complete with tan lines, the name alone
generates the wanted attention and ques
tions which Foley admits is no accident.

"If someone sees my sign at a show
and feels the need to ask me 'whafs a
butt rub?' then they won't likely be leaving
without one. Pretty soon, they think they
have to have it and usually leave with a
twin pack of the sauces," Foley said,
adding, "I am having a blast. This is more
then just BBQ. It is therapy."

For more information, please visit
www.CarolinaSunshineBBQ.com or call
610-8525.


